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The Windows 8 For Dummies book bundled together with a four-hour DVD providing instructional

video training--perfect to get you up and running on Windows 8! This book and DVD bundle offers a

two-pronged attack for helping new and inexperienced Windows users get a grip on the Windows 8

operating system. The book walks readers through the basics, from the core activities that don't

change from version to version, to the tools that enhance the system, to the latest updates that

make Windows 8 different from previous versions. The four-hour DVD offers short, two- to

five-minute walkthrough video lessons on the most common Windows 8 tools.  Bundle includes a

copy of Windows 8 For Dummies, by bestselling For Dummies author Andy Rathbone, and four

hours of video training on DVD Offers the core components of the desktop, navigating the dual

interfaces, and managing the file and folder system Includes the basics for connecting to the

Internet, e-mail options and operation, working with the Internet Explorer browser, setting virus

protection, and other security tools Shows how to customize and upgrade Windows and add music,

movies, and photos Addresses common problems and messages, switching to a new Windows 8

computer, and finding more help  This book and DVD bundle makes a winning combination for any

Windows 8 user, no matter what experience level.
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Long time windows user, and I/S consultant. Never read manuals, just sit down and investigate.Not

with Win8, reality is that you might get stuck somewhere and not know how to exit. Read the first



two chapters, then set aside and read only when you need to.1st two chapters will really get you

going.

I am a Microsoft MCSE, and I bought this book to help figure out the Windows 8 interface that

Microsoft has decided to curse the world with. The book explains a lot of the basic stuff that you

know, but it is a great kick start to get past the initial hurdle that is the horrid Windows 8 interface.

For beginners - it is still at a level that they can get into Windows 8 fairly painlessly. For us nerds

and geeks who appreciate the Windows 95 to Windows 7 style interface, this book will help you

bridge the gap.

This book is wonderful. It has been so helpful to go through every section of the book and follow

along on the computer. I have been learning new things each time. Andy has a great sense of

humor too and interjects little nuggets of sarcasm! This book is great not only for new Windows 8

users but for anyone who may not understand all there is to learn on a computer. There are so

many aspects of a computer that I never knew before. Can only do so much with the one I use at

work and have never had a real computer to use at home. I am outlining all of the important points.

It is going to be very helpful to refer back to when I am proficient at Windows 8 and need to look

something up. So glad I bought this book!

Do what I did and get this when you get Windows 8. It's so completely different from any Windows

before that you'll need help. And what better place to look for help than the Dummies guides? This

book has already saved me tons of frustration, and I haven't even had the computer a full 24 hours

yet. Buy it.

I must admit that I am a "Dummies" supporter. Best books to learn something from scratch. I read

the whole book and highlighted areas that were relavent and new to me. Found the book felt a bit

disjointed. I think it was the insertion of touch screen information that contributed to confusion. While

the book does cover many areas of interest and with its instuction I was able to get a feel for

Windows 8 ( Another loser for Microsoft ). The illustrations are black & white and not very clear.

Coverage is from basic windows operations ( things you learned years ago ) to touchscreen actions.

Incidently I don't recommend trying to learn Windows 8 and how to use a touchpad at the same time

( very disconcerting ). Basicly this book took in to large an area; Basic windows, Windows 8 &

Touchscreen. Recommend another choice.



This book and DVD have been invaluable as I navigate through Windows 8 Pro.. As has been

written, Windows 8 is a different animal and takes some getting used to. However, I have found it

interesting to find some of the hidden features. Windows 8 was not as hard to navigate as I thought

it would be, thanks to the book and DVD.

So, my new computer is preloaded with the evil alien Windows 8 and it is one big fat pain in my Irish

ASS!!!! Microsoft, why, why do you hate us all so very much? We buy your products, good or bad, in

lockstep. We even wait in the rain for your silly phones to come out, we are LOYAL to you, and you

slap our motherlovin' faces with the likes of Windows 8? Thank God above for the Windows for

Dummies series, thank God. With the books we have a remote chance of comprehending this

nonsensical bulls***!! I wish I could slap the face of whoever developed this torture device, and I

wish I could kiss the writer of the Dummies book. Microsoft, Karma is real, and its a big fat BITCH!!

Took me awhile to understand some of what was written as Windows 8 is something very different.

Haven't got completly comfortable with Windows 8 but am enjoying it more each day. The book

leads me where I wouldn't dare go alone. Glad I bought it as a real book not just a download to the

computer. Don't think that would have been usefull.
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